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Choosing grec!n building materials
By Shellie Reoti
Special to this section
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tion to altruistic reasons such as
protecting the environment, consid-

v

er health and safety reasons. Reducing the use of products that bffgas pollutants or toxins improves
indoor air quality. And don’t forget
value-using sustainable materials
can increase property resale values
since more and more people are interested in healthy, non-toxic and
energy-efficient environments.
Also, using these materials makes
financial sense because many of
these products are initially cheaper
to install or help reduce operating
costs of the building.
To give you an idea of how to
choose sustainable building materials, let’s look at two types of insulation currently on the market.
Although all types of insulation
save energy when properly installed, some products stand out because their impact is less harmful
than others. For instance! one new
fiberglass product is made by fusing
two different types of glass together, which results in a curving, twisted fiber that is naturally springy.
Fewer fiber particles get into the air
or on the installer’s skin because
the fibers are stronger and less likely to break. These twisted fibers

also don’t require a chemical
binder, The absence of the
formaldehyde binder eliminates the
need for expensive pollution control equipment at the manufacturing plant. The manufacturer has
also eliminated all other chemicals,
including color.
Cotton batt insulation is another
sustainable insulation choice. Produced from scraps of denim and Tshirt mills, it is 95 percent post-industrial recycled fiber-a positive
use of an industrial waste product
that would otherwise be landfilled.
The embodied energy-the energy
consumed during production-is
lower because of the use of recycled fibers.
Using these fibers saves natural
resources by reducing the amount
of cotton that must be cultivated,
harvested, and transported. It is 75
percent cotton and 25 percent polyester, is non-irritating to the touch,
and is free of formaldehyde
binders.
Sustainable materials selection
requires balance, compromise and
awareness. Investigating environmental impact and selecting materials is just one facet of developing an
environmentally responsible building project. A thorough understanding of this process helps provide for the present generation
without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their
needs.
Michelle Reott, owner of Earth&
Ideas Environmental Initiatives for
Business, is a member of the City of
Austin Green Building Program.
Earthly Ideas provides commercial
construction management consulting services that integrate sustainable development strategies. For
info, e-mail: mreott@earthly-ideas.com
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